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THE

GOSPEL

ENRICHES EUROPEANS
The Gospel According To

ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS
(OUR STORY)

AFRICAN ANCESTRY
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani

If you don’t believe it’s time
for us to unite…why are
you reading this?
BECAUSE WE ARE
BLACK
The Gospel according To
Kwame Ture
―We are told, ―If you work hard,
you’ll succeed, but if that were
true, Black people would own this
country. We are oppressed because
we are Black, not because we are
ignorant, not because we are lazy,
not because we are stupid and got
good rhythm, but because we are
Black!‖

BLACK MALE
ADOLESCENT
VIOLENCE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson
―Unconsciously, the penis, in the
case of the black male, serves less
as an instrument of LOVE than as
an instrument of aggression,
wrecking revenge upon the
woman.‖

―If we do Kwanzaa, then it needs
to be clearly political. It needs to be
visionary. It needs to be about war.
There is no other healing for
Afrikan people.‖

Do not let your THIRD EYE
be blinded, just because you
seek ORDER in life!
CONTROLLED FREEDOM
IS NOT FREEDOM AT ALL!
Dr. Amos Wilson
―Why does the Black man say,
―Freedom is doing what I want to
do!‖ and why is it that everything
he ―wants to do enriches the
European?‖

ESCAPISM
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani
―We retreat into religion, in order
to escape the work that needs to be
done.‖

KWANZAA
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani

―We are people of African
Ancestry living in denial of who we
are. We have lost our strength as a
people. We are losing our children
to systems that miseducate them.
Our families are disintegrating
before our eyes. Our numbers are
growing in the statistics of drug
addiction and incarceration.‖

NATION BUILDING
The Gospel According To
Mwalimu K. Bomani Baruti
―Nation-building begins with
family. And family begins with
conscious, visionary, heterosexual
couples. The family, molded in the
ethical and moral traditions of
Afrikan people, is the only cultural
and social incubator for our
children, for our people, for our
future. Perversion has no place
because it robs women, children,
and, in the end, men of their
dignity and self-respect.‖

IN AN EVIL PLACE
The Gospel According To
Mwalimu K. Bomani Baruti
―In an evil place, evil people
thrive. Evil is rewarded. Evil spirits
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congregate and coalesce. Those
who do wrong prosper. The more
wrong, the greater the prosperity.
In evil places, good people are
punished and sacrificed for the
good of evil.‖

CONTROLLED ORDER,
CONTROLLED
FREEDOM
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke

culture of those who practice
genocide against you, then you will
practice genocide against yourself.‖

BELIEVE THE WORSE
The Gospel According To
Franz Fanon

―There is no British history
without the history of empire. I am
here because you were there. My
ancestors were not British subjects
because they came to Britain. They
were British subjects because
Britain came to them and sold them
into slavery.‖

―The oppressed will always
believe the fraudulent worse about
themselves.‖

TRAIN THE CHILDREN
FOR TOMORROW

―To control a people you must first
control what they think about
themselves and how they regard
their history and culture. And when
your conqueror makes you
ashamed of your culture and your
history, he needs no prison walls
and no chains to hold you.

Hubert Henry Harrison

BAD GIRLS

―The children of the people must
become the doers of all that is done
in the world of tomorrow, and they
must be trained for this doing.‖

Donna Summer

THEIR NATIONHOOD

IT’S A CRIME

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According to

Dr. John H. Clarke

Kwame Nkrumah

―Each generation must assume the
responsibility of securing their
manhood, their womanhood, the
definition of their being on Earth
that in the final analysis is
nationhood.‖

―In a revolutionary situation, it is a
crime against the people to forgive
those who have betrayed them.‖

TRUE KNOWLEDGE OF
SELF
The Gospel According To
Bobby Hemmitt
―You cannot be conscious and
religious at the same time. Once
you come into true knowledge of
self, religion becomes foolish!‖

GENOCIDE AGAINST
YOURSELF
The Gospel According To
Professor James Small
―Spirituality guides your life.
Culture informs your life. Culture
is your primary educational system.
It gives you value, interest, and
principles. If you are practicing the

The Gospel According To

HEALERS
The Gospel According To
Ayi Kwei Armah
―A healer needs to see beyond the
present and tomorrow. He needs to
see years and decades ahead.
Because healers work for results so
firm, they may not be wholly
visible till centuries have flowed
into millennia.‖

THE EMPIRE EXISTS
The Gospel According To
Russell Means
―You will remain a commodity as
long as the Empire exists.‖

BRITISH SLAVERY
The Gospel According To
David Lammy

Bad girls
Talkin' about the sad girls
Sad girls
Talkin' about bad girls, yeah
See them out on the street at night
Picking up on all kinds of strangers
If the price is right
You can score if your pocket's nice
But you want a good time
You ask yourself
Who they are?
Like everybody else
They come from near and far

SLAVERY
Nina Simone
―Slavery has never been abolished
from America’s way of thinking.‖

KNOW THYSELF
Mike Tyson
―The scholastic world has always
been the enemy of the Black
people.‖

FIGHT THE POWER
Public Enemy

Yet our best trained, best educated,
best equipped
Best prepared troops refuse to fight
As a matter of fact, it's safe to say
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that they would rather switch
Than fight

The Gospel According To
Ankamar Fuller

SOMEBODY ELSE’S
GUY
Joycelyn Brown

I can't get off my high horse
And I can't let you go
You are the one who
You are the one who makes me feel
so real
Oh, what I'm I supposed to do?
When I'm, so hooked-up on you?
Then I realize
That you are somebody else's guy
Oh, yeah
Why you wanna do this to me boy?

WHEN I FALL IN LOVE
Nat King Cole / Natalie Cole

When I fall in love it will be
forever
Or I'll never fall in love
In a restless world like this is
Love is ended before it's begun
And too many moonlight kisses
Seem to cool in the warmth of the
sun
When I give my heart it will be
completely
Or I'll never give my heart
And the moment I can feel that you
feel that way too
Is when I fall in love with you.

THE LONELIEST SPORT
Marvin Hagler
―I grew up in a very poor area. I
mean in a poverty-stricken area.
The greatest thing that ever
happened to me was that I was able
to find boxing. Growing up the way
that I grew up, it’s just showed me
that if you ever make it to the top
or whatever like that, the one thing
that you got to learn is that you
really didn’t do it by yourself and
that what you should do is to give
something back.‖

WHAT’S UP?
The Gospel According To
James Baldwin
―Not everything that is faced can
be changed. But nothing can be
changed until it is faced.‖

THE PALE SKINS
The Gospel According To
Tecumseh
―When Jesus Christ came upon the
Earth, you killed him, the son of
your own God. And only after he
was dead did you worship him and
start killing those who would not.‖

CHILDREN LEARN BEST
The Gospel According To
Kofi Lomotey
―Children learn best in an
environment in which their own
culture is the focus of the
curriculum.‖

―These forced castrations which
made African boys into Eunuchs
were done by Arabs know as the
Chamba. Young boys, victims of
raids and wars were subjected to
the horrid monstrous inhumane
process of castration without
anesthesia which had a 60%
mortality.‖

A VISIT TO MALI - 1352
The Gospel According To
Ibn Battuta- Moroccan scholar
―Amongst their good qualities is
the small amount of injustice
among them, for of all people they
are the furthest from it. Among
their qualities, there is also the
prevalence of peace in their
country. The traveler is not afraid
in it, nor is he who lives there…‖

THE MIND’S JOURNAL
Anonymous Submission

Anxiety shows that you need to
wake up, right now, and that you
need to be present, that you are
stuck in the past and living in fear
of the future.

MOORISH EUNUCHS

Anonymous Submission

The Gospel According To

―In modern Mexico, ―blackness‖ is
still a tenuous identity, and many
use labels like ―Criollo‖ (Creole) or
―Moreno‖ rather than the ones
Black Mexicans tend to prefer.

Ankamar Fuller
―During the Trans-Saharan Slave
Trade millions of African men
were captured from Darfur,
Abyssinia, Kordofan, Zanzibar, and
other African nations then
ultimately castrated in Arab
controlled regions both in Arabian
and Africa. Ironically their lack of
sexual function did not prevent
them from obtaining privileges
such as working as Harem guards
and palace courtiers.‖

CASTRATED AFRICAN
SLAVES

THE BLACK PEOPLE’S
MATRIX
The Gospel According To
Franklin Jones
―When history's proven most
nefariously deceitful and racist
group controls the information,
narratives, imageries that the world
receives and perceives as true, they
will naturally always manipulate
and distort facts, and even history,
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to favor themselves. It's simply
who they are, and the way they've
always been.‖

CAUCASIAN’S
NEANDERTHAL
ORIGINS
The Gospel According To
Franklin Jones
―Studies on Genetic Finds that:
Africans are the ONLY true 100%
Pure Human; Black skin and
woolly hair are the results of
original Homo sapiens DNA.
Caucasian’s skin color and hair
type are results of Neanderthal
DNA. Neanderthals evolved from
primates totally, separately from
African Homo sapiens. Africans
did not evolve from primates.
Africans aren’t even included in
Darwin’s Caucasian evolutionary
chart.

CRACK HEAD
NEWS

MENTAL ILLNESS
EDITION - PT.1
This section is not meant for
Dark White people a.k.a. Negro
adults, only posing as adults.
Their only source of information
is from White sources that think
of them as children!

Black Grapevine news- We must
never forget we are dealing with
White folks. Estranged Black folks

sit back and think we are dealing
with truth, justice, holiness,
goodness, democracy, and forget
we are dealing with the American
way. S.O.S!

Wigga news- November through
January is the best time that one
can see and monitor the rise in
mental illness and depression in
European strongholds.

One of the biggest kept secrets in
the white world of medical science
is the blood group that is
exclusively "European". That group
is called the RH-FACTOR. The RH
stands for RHESUS, and rhesus is
short for RHESUS "MONKEY”.

Acting is not the same as real life!
Black people are so drawn to
entertainment professions, and
Hollyweird, because it contains
STARS and ROYALTIES.
Somebody writes the scripts, telling
them what to say and when to say
it. If one acts out well enough,
White people decide on whether
they should give you an award,
keep you on, change your look or
gender, sell you to their
accomplices or let you return to the
ghetto on the midnight train to the
Dirty South.

people and other group’s minds.
Only a chump believes everything
they say or put forth. A Negro that
only quotes and believes in White
people’s propaganda and jargon is
a Dark White Person.

The Olmecs never called their land
or any land America.

Education with no economics is
powerless.

Black Mental Illness is when a
Black person wants references to
prove that European and American
systems were/ are evil.

Leopards have the largest range of
any of the BIG CATS in Africa.

Black Grapevine news- You don’t
argue with a fool, because a fool
doesn’t think they are a fool.
Mental health issues, confusion,
and ego-trippin’ out are surely on
the rise in European strongholds.

No Black men or women should
sacrifice their children for religious
men or any religious beliefs.

Santa Claus and his wife don’t
believe in Jesus or Allah.

When you have facts, faith is not
needed.

Do you think it OK for children as

The Catholic Church is knee-deep

young as 11 years old to consent to
a vaccine without their parent's
consent? This is not a Democratic
or Republican question Shawty. It
is 2021. Do you know where your
children are and what the
government has planned for them?.

in pedophilia, homosexuality, rape,
prostitution, abortions, infanticide,
and sex slaves.

When reading Neanderthals' books
and using them as references, one
must never forget how
Neanderthals view Black people.
Their books are filled with
misconceptions, false
interpretations, and outright lies.
People coming out of caves have
always had to fight to survive.
They will murder, rape, plunder,
and lie from mouth to paper, just to
survive and keep power over other

Was Kamala Harries hired to solve
Black people’s problems? Yeah,
she was hired, appointed, or
whatever. She could not have won
a national, popular vote, or
Electoral College vote on her own
merits Shawty!

How does it feel having to wear a
―chin diaper‖ every time you leave
the house?

White people are not going to sign
everybody to a ―BIG‖ contract, so
learn some other skills as well Yo!

Mental Moron Health Issue- When
a person with no land, little
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education, little finances, little
courage, limited audience, limited
organization, no coalitions, and no
law making abilities, tries telling
other people who and what they
are.

SERPENT KINGS

Carter, has never made a national
apology for Slavery and the
prolonged degradation of African
people. The enslavement of Black
people was legal for many moons
until 1865.

SCOTLAND YARD

Don’t be too surprised if Uber and
Lyft charge more or don’t pick up
in Black areas.

Free-masonry is open to
homosexuals, but not women, with
an estimated 7million mason across
the world.

Moor Wigga news- There is a

Break dancing has been added to

One-quarter of the women in the

deepening lack of trust and
reliability of the United States
government and infrastructure.

the Olympic Games. Don’t be
surprised if before long
TWERKING is added to the
Games. Nobody asked for your
opinion. lol

U.K. are heavy drinkers and illegal
drug users. The demand for drugs
far outweighs what is being
supplied.

The number of Muslin and Moors
incarcerated in the U.S. has
increased.

Modern masons were slavers.

Herpes, Syphilis, Gonorrhea,

A recently discovered Olmec castle

Chlamydia, and a host of other
STDs ain’t gone nowhere YO!

is now being slowly excavated in
San Lorenzo, Mexico.

Have you figured out your worth

It’s being rumored that the United

yet? Minimum wage payments are
just somebody’s return on their
investment. Investors don’t want
minimum income for themselves.
They want to maximize their
investments. Go figure!

States is far worse than Sodom and
Gomorrah, which Christians and
others find in the Bible.

Salute to all the people working in
―HOUSEKEEPING‖. In times of
sickness and death, their jobs are
just as vital and important as any
other job. Don’t get it twisted!

More people voted in Georgia’s
local elections than voted in
national elections. Very Interesting!
Taking care of home should be a
priority before you involve yourself
in some bullshyt.

Should a cop turning off a body
cam come with an automatic
charge of destroying evidence?

Social clubs are not nationalities.
They can be joyous and powerful,
but oftentimes wicked as well.

Black people’s opinions on vital
issues like crime, welfare, and
housing—are too often ignored by
elected officials when they conflict
with White people’s demands.

The United States, under President
Trump, President Obama, President
Clinton, and under President

Is White people’s Right to
Assemble going to be taken away
or extremely hampered with the
latest Democratic administration?.
Black people never really had such
a right, unless for church or
specially controlled sports events.
Whenever more than 3 Black folks
get together, they are under strict
observation.

Many of the ―educated‖ Blacks in
the Americas feel and believe they
should look down on less
―educated‖ Black people. Is this
the basis for ―classism‖ or
―colorism‖? Those educated zealots
are ―uneducated fools‖, which only
make their living managing Black
folks for White folks. Lol

Homo sapiens in Latin means
―wise man‖. That means you Yo
unless you have been driven to
mental illness. Don’t get it twisted!

As White people battle through a
political, cold war, there are
advantages for White Jews and all
Blacks who are not invested in the
system of White supremacy to take
advantage of.

FILL IN THE BLANK YO!
________ seems to have been
assigned the job of keeping the
rabble in line: Don't let them unite,
don't let them form groups that
might bring about change, don't let
them challenge the system, and
above all, don't let them choose
their leaders—be their leader
whether they like it not.

Could it be that some people are
only eating meat because it’s
seasoned with plants? They may
not be as bloodthirsty as originally
thought!

Does your deity want you not to
attend church? What up?

Europeans published a study that
found evidence that modern genital
warts, otherwise known as the
human papillomavirus (HPV), were
sexually transmitted to Homo
sapiens after our ancestors slept
with Neanderthals and Denisovans
once they left Africa.

Moor Black Grapevine newsMaking a pact with the Devil
(fortune bargaining) is not the same
thing as selling your soul.

Moor Wigga news- Watch out for
UNHAPPY White folks. They can
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get ugly, violent, disruptive, and
mob-like. This is what America is!

Mental Illness news- If Black
people don’t invest in products
from Black farmers, their lands will
be lost. No, we cannot expect Black
farmers and landowners to just give
their nation-building products
away.

Spotted hyenas are the most
abundant apex predator in Africa.

It was under King George and his
Black wife Charlotte, that the
English lost control of their
criminal colonies in the ―New
World‖.

Just because Dr. Clarke, Dr. Ben,
Dr. Welsing, Noble Drew Ali, the
Honorable Eli Muhammad, Dr.
Van Sertima, and Chancellor
Williams are with the ancestors,
doesn’t mean that their work can’t
be updated, corrected if necessary,
and carried on to future
generations.

BLACKSMITH
Many immigrants in the U.S. say
that they had nothing to do with the
enslavement of other human
beings. That may be true, but their
government of the people, by the
people and for the people, had lots
to do with slavery and enslavement.
The enslavement and degradation
of Black people and indigenous
people was legal for hundreds of
years. Don’t get it twisted.

Predators do need water, but blood
is their preferred substitute, only
after mother’s milk.

Making shyt up is what liars do to
make themselves look good.
Ignorance is when one keeps
running with other people's
bullshyt lies.

IGNATIUS SANCHO
LIVES, CHARLEY PRIDE
LIVES, ANNIE J. EASLEY
LIVES, JULY PERRY

LIVES, TOMMY TINY
LISTER PRESIDENT
JERRY RAWLINGS
LIVES, LIVES, PEDRO
ALBIZU CAMPOS LIVES,
ERIC JEROME DICKEY
LIVES, JOSEPH
BOLOGNE LIVES,
FRANK CALVIN MANN
LIVES, MOREMI
AJASORO LIVES, and
MARCUS GARVEY JR.
LIVES!

I AM NOT A FREE-MASON!

Organize or stay un-organized. In
either case, you reap what you sow!
The choice is yours!

gender-blenders being pushed by
Hollyweird. Homosexuals acting
like heterosexuals are their latest
trending gimmick. The
programming is anti-African

As far as I know, Blacks in the U.S.
have not made one LAW that
would put them back into
equilibrium or balance. Nothing
there is designed especially for
them. They are an afterthought in
the U.S. political, economic
system. Now somebody just makes
laws that contain them in a state of
unbalance, attacking each other,
never knowing or dealing with the
many ways their enemies attack
them. Then some charming Negro
comes up with...‖ We are our own
worst enemy‖. A worse enemy
should be a label for whoever put
Black people in this CAGE of
Controlled Freedom, keeps the
doors locked, and has a uniformed
gang on constant watch and patrol.

Chlamydia, a common sexually

Know the side effects of any

transmitted infection, can cause a
potentially fatal ectopic pregnancy
(pregnancy that occurs outside the
womb). Many who have
Chlamydia don't develop
symptoms, but they can still infect
others through sexual contact.
Symptoms may include genital pain
and discharge from the vagina or
penis. Happy New Year Shawty!
Slow down!

vaccine or drug you take Yo!

The Catholic Church rejects
abortion as a crime, but on many
occasions has forced abortions onto
many of its lower status nuns,
protected by the ―laws‖ of the
Vatican. Both men and women
―leaders‖ cooperate for rank in
their system of abuse, betrayal, and
disdain for life. This tyranny has
taken place on every continent the
Catholic Church practices and
resides in

Homosexuality is one of the major

Black Grapevine news- A slave is a
person who is the legal property of
another and is forced to obey them.
Never forget that European slavery
encompassed laws, shackles,
chains, whips, dungeons, and mindaltering institutions. Don’t get it
twisted Shawty!

Without President Trump’s tweets,
Twitter would have probably gone
under by now.

Negro leaders will not eliminate
our conditions because that would
eliminate their jobs. After athletes
and entertainers, the highest paid
professionals in the Black
community are CIVIL RIGHTS
LEADERS, MINISTERS, AND
DOUBLE AGENTS. Need I say
more!
The Great Wall of China is the
biggest man-made structure on
Earth, extending at least 13,000
miles.
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Warning! Please remember to stay
in your place and stay in your lane.
It's OK to be happy, but don't stray
too far from the reality and rude
awaking you've just received in the
last 4 years. Somebody chanting
and marching to the tune that
BLACK LIVES MATTER, was no
HOAX Shawty!

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Systemic racism is organized
crime.

The number of people taking
religious vows is diminishing.

PETRA
A supply-chain attack infects
―legitimate‖ software and inserts
malicious code, while it's being
assembled. Your country may be
under attack in differing ways than
weapons of mass destruction. Be
careful of too much dependence on
machines Yo.

Black America is the Democratic
Party's cheap prostitute.

The Olmec, the Inca. the Mayan
and the Aztec civilizations were not
Muslims, Christians, Jews,
Hebrews, Hindus, or Buddhists.
Stop it!

Barrack Obama never pretended he
represented the Black community.

More than half of all violent crimes
in the U.K. are alcohol or drugrelated.

There are not enough men
anywhere, for all women to be
married in traditional ways.

When was the last time Black
people were in a position to choose
a national leader that was not
preapproved by White people?

ROYALS
Lorde

I've never seen a diamond in the

Interaction with in-humans
(ghouls) is causing animals to
display strange behaviors such as
killing for sport or surplus killing,
much the same as in-humans do.

using our own religion, filled with
infiltrating propaganda created by
us, totally beats me.‖

SUB-URBAN MYTHS?
Believe it or not!

flesh
I cut my teeth on wedding rings in
the movies
And I'm not proud of my address
In a torn-up town, no postcode
envy

WEB OF LIES

But every song's like
Gold teeth, Grey Goose, trippin' in
the bathroom
Bloodstains, ball gowns, trashin'
the hotel room
We don't care
We're driving Cadillacs in our
dreams
But everybody's like
Cristal, Maybach, diamonds on
your timepiece
Jet planes, islands, tigers on a gold
leash
We don't care
We aren't caught up in your love
affair

Dresden James

FLY LIKE AN EAGLE

By 1713, Britain had become the
world’s leader in slavery and the
trading of African people.

0In the U.S. lost children is a
common occurrence.

America was built on the backs of
people who had their children taken
away from them, all while literally
nurturing the ones they were
enslaved by.

In the War of 1812, the British
burned the U.S. White House.

―When a well-packaged web of
lies has been sold gradually to the
masses over generations, the truth
will seem utterly preposterous and
its speaker a raving lunatic.‖

THOSE WHO DON’T DO
ANYTHING
Albert Einstein
―The world will not be destroyed
by those who do evil, but by those
who watch them without doing
anything!‖

THE BIBLE WILL FREE
US
Michael Bradley
―Black people adopted a White
Middle Eastern religion, and how
they think they can fight us by

Steve Miller Band

Time keeps on slippin', slippin',
slippin'
Into the future
I want to fly like an eagle
To the sea
Fly like an eagle
Let my spirit carry me
I want to fly like an eagle
'Til I'm free
Oh, Lord through the revolution

WE CAN’T AFFORD
THAT
Jon Stewart
―I think I’m beginning to get it. If
it’s a policy that benefits the rich,
then it doesn’t have to be paid for,
should last forever, and is good for
America. But if it benefits the poor,
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we can’t afford it, we should end it
as soon as possible and it will
destroy our nation from within.‖

The United States has invaded or
has had a military presence in all
but ―3‖ countries on planet Earth:
Andorra, Bhutan, and
Liechtenstein.

SPECIES WITH
AMNESIA

Ma’at was the symbol for right

The opposite of MAAT was called

order in nature and society during
ancient times in the Nile Valley for
over 3,000 years. A type of divine
partnership between females and
males and a principle for truth,
justice, reciprocity, propriety,
prosperity, balance, and order.

Isfet meaning complete chaos. Isfet
stood for might-makes-right,
deceit, unbalanced, corruption,
untruth, and the like.

The Amazon rainforest, the largest

In Jan. 1893, American born

rainforest in the world, spans 8
countries.

Dr. Robert Sepehr

There were many Black composers

―If we’re of one Human family
why then does RH negative African
mother carrying an RH positive
Caucasian’s Child try to reject her
offspring? Humanity isn’t one race,
but is a hybrid of species.‖

and musicians of CLASSICAL
MUSIC in Europe. Much of their
works were either co-opted or just
plain stolen.

OTHER PERSON’S
CONSENT
President Abraham Lincoln
―No man is good enough to govern
another man, without that other’s
consent‖.

Senegal’s Waalo female warriors
resisted colonization from the 11th
to 19th century

The ancient Egyptians (Kemet)
didn’t call their land Egypt.

The Olmec civilization in early
America did not call their land
America or Mexico.

Giant human-beings lived in

BLACK
FACTS

ancient Africa and once roamed the
planet.

Africa is the most culturally
diverse place on Earth.

The early Egyptians (Kamites)
didn’t call their land Egypt.
insurgents, businessmen, and sugar
magnates forced the Hawaiian
Queen, LIli’ uokalani to abdicate
and dissolve the Kingdom of
Hawaii, They were backed by the
force of American marines. One
hundred years after the seizure,
Congress issued a joint resolution
formally apologizing to the people
of Hawaii for the coup on Nov. 23.
1993

The Nubian Network
PO Box 3578
Baltimore, Md. 21214
Please contribute with PayPal,
Cash App, or write a check.

Cash App = $Booty1127
PAYPAL with a card
https://www.paypal.com/biz/fu
nd?id=PUDE8MTK2XNXW

In the U.S., 1.2 million Blacks
were recruited to fight Nazi tyranny
during World War II

Most of the world looks like us.
The Olmec were the first people to
Sometimes we have to take the
good with the bad, but all
knowledge is rooted in reality.
The following information
doesn’t even get out to ½ of 1%
of our people!

The Olmec had the oldest writing
system in the Western hemisphere.

The United States, a slaveholding,
enslaving, and colonizing nation,
was first recognized as a nation by
the African country of Morocco by
Sultan Mohammad III in 1777.

cultivate maize in the Western
hemisphere.

In 2010, Peru became the first
country in South America to
apologize to its African-descended
population for centuries of abuse,
exclusion, and discrimination.

In Africa, people are created by
males and females getting together.

There is evidence in what is now
called La Venta, dating back 5,000
years ago, that the Olmecs used
wheels.

Booty Adams
Composer to the Black IQ Tests

SEE YA!

